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LONG OPERATIONS – WebDialog Progress Bar and Operation Cancellation 

Abbreviations 

LOC – Long operation code, SU = SketchUp, WD = WebDialog, JS = Javascript, T/F = thread/fiber 

Four issues / constraints / notes 

1.  Long running script / operations block the UI. 

2.  Non-modal WD’s can cause UI issues with long operations, so modal dialogs are preferred.  
This requires the LOC to be passed to the WD so it can run it when the WD DOM is ready. 

3.  My codebase / framework is already in place, and I’ve got more than one ‘long operation’ in 
my code.  Hence, most of the code should reside in a WebDialog subclass. 

4.  Should work with all versions of SU since v8. 

5.  My LOC is the start of the ‘long operation’ code, it then create the WD. 

6.  Fibers are good, threads aren’t.  Hence, use fibers when available. 

7.  I’ve only tested with Windows… 

General Description 

The main issue is the UI blocking by running code. 

1.  The LCO is wrapped in a thread or fiber (T/F).  The T/F is then paused when the progress bar is 
updated.  Since the main thread is then running, it has a responsive UI and updates the WD.  The 
main thread then receives a callback from the WD, which restarts the LCO T/F. 

2.  The LCO code calls a WD method that does an ‘execute_script’, executing a WD JS method 
that updates the progress bar, text description etc.  Last line of the JS method is the callback, as 
equivalent to  

setTimeout(function() {window.location = 'skp:loopRun';}, 0); 

The ‘loopRun’ method checks to see if the user has cancelled the operation, and if not, pauses 
the main thread, then resumes the LCO T/F.  This small delay is enough to update the progress 
bar and allow for a user to click a cancel button. 
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Below is the WD subclass code, added to the initialize code (after super, which means the web 
dialog is created) 

if chkRubyVer("2.0.0") # true if version >= 
 #----------------------------------------- Fiber version 
 add_action_callback("loopRun") { |dlg,ret| 
  # runs in main thread 
  if (@tfLoop && @tfLoop.alive?) 
   if (get_element_value("inCancel") != "true") 
    @tfLoop.resume() 
   else 
    final("Cancel String") 
    @tfLoop = nil 
   end 
  elsif (@tfLoop && !@tfLoop.alive?) 
   @tfLoop = nil 
  end 
 } 
else 
 #----------------------------------------- Thread version 
 add_action_callback("loopRun") { |dlg,ret| 
  # runs in main thread 
  if (@tfLoop && @tfLoop.alive?) 
   if (get_element_value("inCancel") != "true") 
    @tfLoop.wakeup 
    Thread.stop 
   else 
    final("Cancel String") 
    @tfLoop = nil 
   end 
  elsif (@tfLoop && @tfLoop.stop?) 
   # must be dead 
   @tfLoop = nil 
  end 
 } 
end 

The WD HTML element ‘inCancel‘ starts with a value of ‘false’, and changes to ‘true’ if the user 
clicks the cancel button (all in JS code)  
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Add below code to WD subclass.  ‘progBar is called by the LOC, ‘final’ is called after all LOC has 
run. 

# progBar method is called from LOC with text & progress bar size 
if chkRubyVer("2.0.0") 
 #----------------------------------------- Fiber version 
 def progBar(sSVP = nil) 
  return unless sSVP 
  execute_script("setValues(#{sSVP});") 
  Fiber.yield() 
 end 
else 
 #----------------------------------------- Thread version 
 def progBar(sSVP = nil) 
  return unless sSVP 
  execute_script("setValues(#{sSVP});") 
  Thread.main.wakeup 
  Thread.pass 
 end 
end 
 
# use for last WD message, no callback in JS setFinal 
def final(sFinal) 
 @tfLoop = nil 
 Thread.main.wakeup 
 execute_script("setFinal('#{sFinal}');") 
end 
 
# pass Thread /Fiber object from LOC before starting 
def init(tf) 
 @tfLoop = tf 
 @tv_Sec = Time.now.to_f 
End 

JS ‘setValues’ method has WD update code and 

setTimeout( function() {window.location = 'skp:loopRun';}, 0); 

as the last line to call back into ‘loopRun’ 
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As mentioned, the LOC needs to be passed to the WD so it can be run once the DOM is ready.  
Also, code needs to determine whether to wrap the LOC in a Thread or a Fiber. 

Below is what code I use for this, which is passed a reference to the WD by the WD code. 

def processLOCPre(dlg) 
 @dlg = dlg 
 if chkRubyVer("2.0.0") 
  require 'fiber' 
  fiberLO = Fiber.new { @dlg.init(Fiber.current) ; processLOC() } 
  fiberLO.resume() 
 else 
  @thrLO = Thread.new { @dlg.init(Thread.current) ; processLOC() } 
  @thrLO.join 
 end 
end 

Below is the proc definition passed to the WD – 

Proc.new { |dlg| processGCFPre(dlg) } 

Finally, a few other notes 

I’ve attached an HTML file which I think will work.  My normal code has WD subclasses that allow 
WD font-sizing (S,M,L), and also callbacks to Ruby with its size and window location (you may 
remember when SU *did*not* re-open web dialogs in the correct location if you moved them 
during the SU session, same for re-sizeable dialogs…)  Hence, I removed a lot of JS. 

The callback for DOM finished is ‘load’. 

The JS setValues function takes three parameters, the first is a string description, the second is a 
counter string (eg, ‘100 / 253’), the third is a number from 0 to 100, which is the progress bar 
width. 

Also, the talk function allows one to open the html in a browser and check the callbacks if one 
changes the ‘inSU’ variable to false.  I always use setTimeout for callbacks, except for the unload 
callback, which I sometimes use for window state.  If you use the timeout, the data disappears… 


